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1 Purpose-based work



A brief history of the data vs creativity debacle.

Data First
Measure. Measure. Measure.Brands doing work that 

aims to make a difference in 
society

Purpose-based work



http://greca%20webinar%20friday%20July


The Bottom Line 
Brands don't get credit for simply doing the right thing. They need to put 
something at risk to be considered brave. 



2 It's not just about you



A brief history of the data vs creativity debacle.

Data First
Measure. Measure. Measure.There is no reason to be 

competitive, when you can 
work together

It's not just about you 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sSMncWgIJjA&ab_channel=PUBMagazine


The Bottom Line 
Brands don't need to get credit for everything they do. They don’t need to 
directly connect everything to their name.  

If it helps the business, it helps you too.



3 Good content will save you! 





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q1ACahvxL8Q&ab_channel=PatrickCollister


The Bottom Line 
Did you ever hear anyone say: performance is king? Nope.  

Content is still the queen!



4 Ecommerce as communication



A brief history of the data vs creativity debacle.

Data First
Measure. Measure. Measure.Good distribution model 

AND communication asset 
for absolutely everything

Ecommerce can be 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YqEzpI6SlNY&ab_channel=Contagious


The Bottom Line 
Finding new ways to get your message in front of your audience that reflect the 
world we live in.



5 Brands that stand out act 
generously 



A brief history of the data vs creativity debacle.

Data First
Measure. Measure. Measure.Act Generously

Stand out  



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7th6b8z9gLw&t=1s


The Bottom Line 
Put real resources against the issue of the campaign.
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5 Brands that stand out act 
generously 

3 Good content will save you! 



A brief history of the data vs creativity debacle.

Data First
Measure. Measure. Measure.

Rethink your brand for the 
Rise of Digital Commerce



The new consumer is not prepared for change –  
change has already happened. 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=6&v=HTCISm4x0fI&feature=emb_logo&ab_channel=FunnyCommercials


Think it’s difficult?  
Here’s a Greek Cannes Shortlisted social media post.  
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